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EDELRID – DRIVEN BY INNOVATION

We are continually setting new product quality standards and pionee-
ring the development of modern climbing equipment. In addition to our 
ropes, all our via ferrata sets, slings, crampons, ice axes and Jul belay 
devices are made here. 

This represents a further commitment to Germany as a production base. 
We remain convinced of the advantages of manufacturing in this country. 
Just some of the benefits include our close-knit, experienced teams,  

CREATIVE TECHNOLOGY MADE IN GERMANY 
We have been manufacturing our core products here in Isny, Allgäu for over 150 years now.  
Today, we generate more than 60 % of our sales volume through products made in Germany. 

rigorous quality management and one of the most up-to-date production 
facilities worldwide for making climbing equipment. These factors enable 
us to develop and manufacture the highest quality products. We can 
offer a one-stop solution from one single place.

MADEINGERMANY
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MADE IN GERMANY

  Marcus Suchert



  Claudia Ziegler

Tommy joined the EDELRID Athlete Team in 2016, first supporting a 
core product of the company: EDELRID’s climbing ropes. After a year of 
working directly with the brand, Tommy chose to make the bold move to 
realign his climbing gear related sponsorships exclusively to EDELRID 
and decided to take part in product development. 

“I believe EDELRID has the ability to change our ideas of how we move 
around in the mountains. I am partnering with EDELRID because of their 
innovation and their ability to be nimble, because they hold themselves 
to the highest environmental and quality standards, and because they 
are family owned and value based. These qualities are where I hope the 
future of climbing lies, and I’m excited to be a part of it.” 

TOMMY CALDWELL SIGNATURE LINE
From the Fitz Traverse in Patagonia to the Dawn Wall of the El Capitan in California – the Signature Line takes you to the 
Big Walls. Discover our exclusive product line of climbing gear that we have developed together with no one less than our 
new family member: Tommy Caldwell.

The result of our close cooperation is the exclusive and limited Signature 
Line that first launched two new climbing ropes in bright neon green. 
Both ropes feature a very high sheath making them ideal for working 
routes or big wall climbing and fulfill the strict environmental standards 
of the sustainable bluesign® system.

Yet there is more to come... look forward to an extended Signature 
Line soon!
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TOMMY CALDWELL SIGNATURE LINE
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Tommy Caldwell Pro Dry DT 9.6 mm /  
Tommy Caldwell DT 9.6 mm

  Claudia Ziegler

Ambassador Chalkbag

Ace Ambassador Harness

Ambassador Bulletproof Set



And this is where our steel story begins: We decided to use steel wherever 
necessary with all products that are used together with ropes when 
climbing. Hard-wearing steel prevents premature wear from rope friction 
and burrs or sharp edges and thus not only makes climbing gear 
long-lasting, but also prolongs the lifetime of ropes. Whereas steel is 
already popular with hardware when climbing in the gym, we were still 
facing the weight problem when climbing outdoors. Wherever weight is 
paramount, we consequently replaced those components with durable 
steel that were affected by wear and tear. In order to compensate for 
the gain in weight, we used lightweight materials for the remaining parts. 

STEEL STORY – BUILT TO LAST
Sustainability is one of EDELRID’s core values. But while you have countless possibilities of producing sustainable 
textiles, you will quickly reach the limits when it comes to metals. Transferring our claim of sustainability to our  
carabiners, quickdraw kits, belay devices and pulleys therefore was quite a challenge. Nevertheless, we finally got 
there and laid the foundation for working sustainably with metals!

By using steel, we did not only enhance the lifetime of our hardware and 
ropes. We are also the first manufacturer of climbing gear to establish 
a sustainable, closed cycle for the wall which allows rope and hardware 
to interact without wearing out in the long run. 

Discover the complete steel selection: our Jul series of belay devices, 
the Bulletproof line carabiners, the assisted-braking resistance OHM as 
well as  quickdraw kits and pulleys!
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STEEL STORY
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  Sebastian Straub

ROPES

PRO LINE p. 18 – 21

SWIFT PRO DRY CT 8.9 MM
71209

CANARY PRO DRY 8.6 MM
71270

SWIFT PRO DRY 8.9 MM
71197

SWIFT ECO DRY 8.9 MM
71272

TOPAZ PRO DRY CT 9.2 MM
71231

TOPAZ PRO DRY 9.2 MM
71232

EAGLE LITE PRO DRY 9.5 MM / 
CT 9.5 MM
71233 / 79033

TOMMY CALDWELL  
PRO DRY DT 9.6 MM
71271

ANNIVERSARY PRO DRY 
DT 9.7 MM + CADDY LITE
71234

BOA PRO DRY 9.8 MM
79034

SKIMMER PRO DRY 7.1 MM
71262

APUS PRO DRY 7.9 MM
71236

STATIC ROPES p. 26 – 28

PERFORMANCE STATIC 10.0 MM
88952

POWERLOC EXPERT SP
71478 / 71479 / 71480 / 71481 / 71482

MULTICORD SP
71490 / 71492

RAP LINE II 6.0 MM
71263

SPORTS LINE p. 22 – 24

EAGLE LITE  
9.5 MM
71239

PYTHON  
10.0 MM
71080

TOMMY CALDWELL  
DT 9.6 MM
71273

TOWER LITE  
10.0 MM
71220

BOA  
9.8 MM
71079

BOA ECO  
9.8 MM
71245

TOWER STATIC 10.1 MM
71246

DIVER LITE 9.1 MM / DIVER 10.1 MM 
71242 / 71243



  Simon Graf
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Quality and safety are the key factors that have been driving us further 
since the very beginning. When making responsible and innovative 
high-performance ropes we also consequently have been following the 
maxim of sustainability. This is why EDELRID has set new industry 
benchmarks for innovative and sustainable rope production.

We are the first rope manufacturer to adapt our ropes to meet the tough 
demands of the Swiss bluesign® system. It is the most stringent environ-
mental standard for the production of textile products: independent, 
internationally recognised and based on the five principles of resource 
productivity, consumer safety, water emission, air emission as well as 
occupational health & safety.

Our ropes carry the bluesign® product label thanks to their combination 
of certified source materials and our advanced rope production facilities 
in Isny. The bluesign® product label is a seal of quality: It guarantees an 
eco-friendly manufactured product that is low in pollutants and safe  
for health and the environment. As such, we have responded to the 
natural demands of our customers for safe, environmentally friendly 
and sustainable products. 

BLUESIGN® – ROPES THAT MATTER
“Our ropes are eco-friendly” – Respecting the environment 

Eight years of working together with bluesign technologies ag in Switzer-
land, has allowed us to draw on in-depth experience of sustainable rope 
production. By converting all our rope production to the tough demands of 
the bluesign® system we were able to make the following efficiencies 
when dyeing sheath yarns:

  62 % CO2 reduction
  89 % savings in water
  63 % less energy consumption
  63 % less chemicals

For EDELRID this represents a further step towards a sustainable future. 
We have consistently pursued the task of pushing forward sustainable 
rope production so that we can continue to inspire trust in the future. 
We do not consider these measures a virtue, but a natural response to 
demands of the modern world. 

We can now confidently say: “Our ropes are eco-friendly”
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BLUESIGN®

  Claudia Ziegler

  Claudia Ziegler
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Conventional rope production

Production after implementing  
the bluesign® system

Water consumption CO2 emissions Energy expenditure Use of chemicals
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Treating our environment with the highest possible respect seems to be 
a matter of fact for us as a manufacturer of outdoor equipment. Yet 
consistently following the path of sustainability is a balancing act. With 
the the SWIFT ECO DRY ropes we have made another step towards 
achieving our goal of sustainable and environmental-friendly outdoor 
gear: we proudly present our new CO zero rope coating that is totally 
free of PFC!

Perfluorinated chemicals (PFCs) ensure that outdoor equipment repels 
oil, grease and water. For this reason they are used to give outerwear or 
ropes their water-repellent finish. But the man-made chemicals are not 
naturally occurring in our environment and nevertheless came here to 
stay. Because the longer their chain of carbon atoms is, the longer they 
will remain in our environment.

Finding a real alternative to these harmful chemicals that is as high- 
performing and long lasting when it comes to the water- and dirt-repellent 
effect, is hard. In addition it is much more difficult to apply a water-repel-
lent coating on a rope than on garments. Because it is the rope’s 
three-dimensional body whose core and sheath yarns feature hollow 
spaces as well as its elongating characteristics that make the coating 
procedure more difficult. And: when climbing, we entrust our live to the 
rope. Thus, any chemical treatment used must guarantee the rope’s 
functionality and durability. Our C0 coating completely fulfills these  
demands and gets very close to the high performance of the harmful PFCs.

It is also this coating making the new SWIFT ECO DRY the world’s first 
100 % PFC free rope that complies with the UIAA water-repellent stan-
dard absorbing only 1–2 % of the rope’s own weight. 

In addition it features almost the same performance characteristics as 
our PRO DRY Line ropes in terms of longevity and abrasion resistance as 
well as water- and dirt-repellency. Experience a brand new generation of 
ropes – with the SWIFT ECO DRY 8.9 mm!

UIAA

ECO DRY

ECO DRY = 0 % PFC + 100 % UIAA-WATER-REPELLENT
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ECO DRY

  Simon Graf

The world’s first 100 % PFC free rope.

Complies with the UIAA water-repellent standard.

Certified as a twin, double and single rope.

3D lap coiled so you can use it straight away,  
without kinking and tangling.
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FINISHING TREATMENT
We apply complex finishing treatments to make our ropes durably water- and dirt-resistant. This prolongs their service 
life and gives them their tried and tested EDELRID handling and flexibility. All of our finishing treatments are bluesign® 
approved and involve only strictly-regulated, environmentally-friendly processes that contain no harmful substances.

Pro Dry
Untreated ropes can absorb up to 50 % of their own weight in water. 
When wet, such ropes become extremely heavy, difficult to handle and 
may freeze in cold conditions. Moreover, their safety reserves are com-
promised. This is why dry treated ropes are used for activities where 
ropes are more likely to get wet, such as ice climbing or mountaineering.
Pro Dry is a new finishing process, which provides a solution to this 
problem. First the core yarns are infused. Then, once braiding is com-
pleted, the finished rope (core and sheath) is infused again. In a final 
stage, the dry treatment is thermally fixed. The result is a rope that is 
durably water repellent and dirt resistant. Pro Dry ropes are particularly 
quick drying, absorb virtually no water and are resistant to freezing in 
cold temperatures. Due to their minimal water absorption (1–2 %) in 
accordance with the UIAA water-repellent test, Pro Dry ropes hardly 
increase in weight. As such, they continue to perform well and provide 
high safety reserves even in wet conditions.

UIAA water-repellent test
The UIAA water-repellent test is a new standard and test developed by 
the UIAA to measure the water repellency of ropes. During the test, a 
rope sample is first subjected to mechanical surface abrasion over its 
entire length. This simulates the wear a rope is exposed to in practice 
on rock and ice. In a standardized procedure, the rope sample is then 
fixed to a slanted table and undergoes a defined water flow (2 l/min) 
for 15 minutes. The rope sample is weighed before and after the water 
flow. Finally the difference between these two values is calculated and 
expressed as a percentage. The amount of absorbed water must not be 
greater than 5 % of the rope sample’s weight. Ropes that meet these 
requirements may be labeled as UIAA Water Repellent. 

Water absorption as a percentage of the rope’s weight:
In the UIAA Water-repellent test, Pro Dry ropes have water absorption of just 1–2 %.

0
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FINISHING TREATMENT

  Claudia Ziegler

Thermo Shield
Thermo Shield is the standard treatment that we apply to all our ropes. 
The thermal stabilizing process ensures that the core and sheath yarns 
are perfectly balanced. A special heat treatment cure first relaxes then 
shrinks the rope’s fibers. This harmonizes the gliding characteristics 
of the yarns inside the rope and ensures that it remains compact and 
supple throughout its life. It also ensures that the rope does not shrink 
or becomes stiff.

ColorTec
An innovative braiding process for making bicolor ropes. The woven 
design of the rope completely changes when it reaches the middle. This 
provides a permanent and distinctive middle marking. We use this tech-
nique exclusively for ropes in our Pro Line. During braiding, the bobbin 
order of the sheath yarns alters on the braiding machine automatically 
at the middle of the rope. The design then changes so that two rope 
halves of the rope are easy to distinguish. The ColorTec braiding process 
makes both color and design changes possible. 

DuoTec
A braiding process, patented by EDELRID, to manufacture bicolor ropes. 
Each half of the rope has a different design. The differently patterned 
rope halves are easy to distinguish. This easily-identifiable middle marking 
is very useful when rapelling, estimating how much rope you have left 
and coiling. The design change is made possible by weaving a special 
bicolor marker ribbon into the sheath along the entire length of the 
rope. Each side of the ribbon has a different color. At the middle of the 
rope, the braiding machine automatically turns the marker ribbon over 
so that a different color shows (e.g. from green to black). This technique 
ensures permanent middle marking of the rope.

LinkTec
LinkTec technology involves bonding the sheath and the core of the 
rope together during braiding. This reduces sheath slippage to a mini-
mum and significantly prolongs the lifespan of a rope. We’ve been using 
this process for our ropes for climbing walls for a long time, as they 
have to withstand prolonged wear and abrasion during top-roping.

TOUCHTEC

LINKTEC
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Experience the new lap coil technique on video now:

3D LAP COIL

         

3D LAP COIL
Getting a new rope is a moment of excitement. Starting the climb right away is the only thing to do now. 
However, uncoiling a new rope can end up in a great mess with twists and kinks.

From now, this is a thing of the past with all EDELRID ropes! The new 
EDELRID 3D lap coil technique makes uncoiling the rope for the first 
time unnecessary. We extended our production site with a brand new 
lap coiling machine that specially winds up all ropes in a circle. In combi-
nation with the thought-out design of the packaging provided with every 
EDELRID rope, it has now become super easy to uncoil your brand new 
EDELRID rope directly at the climbing spot and instantly start climbing. 
The marking on the rope as well as a detailed description on the pack-
aging ensure that you do things right and can use the full potential of 
the rope without annoying twisting and tangling.
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  Claudia Ziegler

3D LAP COIL
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ROPES 

• Via ColorTec braiding technology the climbing rope changes its design completely in middle point of the rope

• Minimal weight and diameter, excellent handling

• Pro Dry for outstanding dirt and UIAA water resistance

• Thermo Shield treatment for perfect handling

• Not suitable for working routes or top roping

• Water absorption less than 2 % as per UIAA Water Repellent Test

• 3D lap coiled so you can use it straight away, without kinking and tangling

SWIFT PRO DRY CT 8.9 MM
Our tried-and-tested Swift construction, now with ColorTec technology. The middle of the rope is clearly marked 
by a distinctive color and pattern change.

71209

N°. DIAMETER NUMBER OF FALLS WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR

71209 8.9 mm 5/22/22 52 g/m 60, 70 m 138 oasis

138 oasis

• Certified as a twin, double and single rope

• Pro Dry for outstanding dirt and water resistance

• Water absorption less than 2 % as per UIAA Water Repellent Test

• Not suitable for working routes or top roping

• 3D lap coiled so you can use it straight away, without kinking and tangling

CANARY PRO DRY 8.6 MM
Our ultra-light, high-end rope with triple certification. With its 8.6 mm diameter and weighing in at just 51 g per 
meter, the Canary is one of the thinnest and lightest single ropes in its class. The thicker sheath proportion makes 
it the most robust lightweight rope on the market.

71270

N°. DIAMETER NUMBER OF FALLS WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR

71270 8.6 mm 5/24/30 51 g/m 60, 70 m 499 neon green

• Minimal weight and diameter, excellent handling

• Pro Dry for outstanding dirt and water resistance

• Thermo Shield treatment for perfect handling

• Not suitable for working routes or top roping

• Water absorption less than 2 % as per UIAA Water Repellent Test

• 3D lap coiled so you can use it straight away, without kinking and tangling

SWIFT PRO DRY 8.9 MM
One rope – three certifications. It is a single rope, half rope and twin rope all in one. With its 8.9 mm diameter, the 
Swift is one of the skinniest single ropes on the market.

71197

N°. DIAMETER NUMBER OF FALLS WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR

71197 8.9 mm 5/22/22 52 g/m 60, 70, 80 m 138 oasis 
329 icemint

138 oasis 329 icemint

499 neon green
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ROPES 

COLOR
• Via ColorTec braiding technology the climbing rope changes its design completely in middle point of the rope

• Certified as a twin, double and single rope

• Pro Dry for outstanding dirt and water resistance

• Thermo Shield treatment for perfect handling

TOPAZ PRO DRY CT 9.2 MM
Lightweight sport climbing rope with state of the art ColorTec technology, in which the middle of the rope is 
clearly evident through a pattern change.

71231

N°. DIAMETER NUMBER OF FALLS WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR

71231 9.2 mm 8/>30/>30 59 g/m 60, 70 m 748 icemint-snow

748 icemint-snow

COLOR
• Certified as a twin, double and single rope

• Pro Dry for outstanding dirt and water resistance

• Thermo Shield treatment for perfect handling

• Water absorption less than 2 % as per UIAA Water Repellent Test

• 3D lap coiled so you can use it straight away, without kinking and tangling

TOPAZ PRO DRY 9.2 MM
The perfect supplement between our super lightweight ropes and the sport climbing ropes. With outstanding 
handling properties thanks to its small diameter and minimal weight.

71232

N°. DIAMETER NUMBER OF FALLS WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR

71232 9.2 mm 8/>30/>30 59 g/m 60, 70, 80 m 615 fresh pink

615 fresh pink

• Certified as a twin, double and single rope

• Pro Dry for outstanding dirt and water resistance

• Water absorption less than 2 % as per UIAA Water Repellent Test

• Thermo Shield treatment for perfect handling

• Not suitable for working routes or top roping

• 3D lap coiled so you can use it straight away, without kinking and tangling

SWIFT ECO DRY 8.9 MM
The word’s first ever PFC-free rope that meets the UIAA Water Repellent standard. Made from high-quality 
recycled yarns left over from our production. Each batch is unique. Ropes don’t get eco-friendlier than this.

71272

900 assorted colors

N°. DIAMETER NUMBER OF FALLS WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR

71272 8.9 mm 5/22/22 52 g/m 60, 70, 80 m 900 assorted colors
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ROPES 

• Pro Dry for outstanding dirt and water resistance

• Thermo Shield treatment for perfect handling

• Via ColorTec braiding technology the climbing rope changes its design completely in middle point of the rope

• Water absorption less than 2 % as per UIAA Water Repellent Test

• 3D lap coiled so you can use it straight away, without kinking and tangling

EAGLE LITE PRO DRY / CT 9.5 MM
Our classic ropes of the pro line in the second generation: lightweight, compact and perfect handling. By using 
state-of-the art yarns, we can reduce the diameter without comprising the technical standards.

71233 / 79033

N°. DIAMETER NUMBER OF FALLS WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR

71233 9.5 mm 10 62 g/m 60, 70 m 118 oasis-icemint

79033 9.5 mm 10 62 g/m 60, 70 m 109 yellow-night

118 oasis-icemint

• Pro Dry for outstanding dirt and water resistance

• Water absorption less than 2 % as per UIAA Water Repellent Test

• Thermo Shield treatment for perfect handling

• DuoTec for permanent middle marking

• 3D lap coiled so you can use it straight away, without kinking and tangling

TOMMY CALDWELL PRO DRY DT 9.6 MM
This rope was developed together with top climber Tommy Caldwell. It’s very high sheath proportion makes it ideal 
for working routes or big wall climbing.

71271

N°. DIAMETER NUMBER OF FALLS WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR

71271 9.6 mm 9 61 g/m 60, 70, 80 m 499 neon green

499 neon green

• Pro Dry for outstanding dirt and water resistance

• Thermo Shield treatment for perfect handling

• DuoTec for permanent middle marking

• Caddy light rope bag included

• Water absorption less than 2 % as per UIAA Water Repellent Test

• 3D lap coiled so you can use it straight away, without kinking and tangling

We’ve produced this special edition rope to celebrate our 150th anniversary. It represents 150 years of ropemaking 
experience. And it comes with a complimentary rope bag.

71234

N°. DIAMETER NUMBER OF FALLS WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR

71234 9.7 mm 9 62 g/m 60, 70 m 329 icemint

329 icemint

ANNIVERSARY PRO DRY DT 9.7 MM + CADDY LITE

109 yellow-night
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ROPES 

• Ultra-light, minimal diameter

• Pro Dry for outstanding dirt and water resistance

• Water absorption less than 2 % as per UIAA Water Repellent Test

• 3D lap coiled so you can use it straight away, without kinking and tangling

SKIMMER PRO DRY 7.1 MM
The skinniest and lightest half rope money can buy. The go-to solution for demanding ice and mixed routes or 
situations where every gram counts.

71262

138 oasis 329 icemint

• Minimal weight and diameter, excellent handling

• Pro Dry for outstanding dirt and water resistance

• Thermo Shield treatment for perfect handling

• Water absorption less than 2 % as per UIAA Water Repellent Test

• 3D lap coiled so you can use it straight away, without kinking and tangling

APUS PRO DRY 7.9 MM
The Apus combines outstanding strength, safety and handling with a slight diameter. The go-to rope for alpine 
adventures.

71236

N°. DIAMETER NUMBER OF FALLS WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR

71236 7.9 mm 9/30 44 g/m 60, 70 m 138 oasis 
329 icemint

138 oasis 329 icemint

• Pro Dry for outstanding dirt and water resistance

• Water absorption less than 2 % as per UIAA Water Repellent Test

• Thermo Shield treatment for perfect handling

• 3D lap coiled so you can use it straight away, without kinking and tangling

BOA PRO DRY 9.8 MM
Our tried-and-trusted Boa construction. Now with Pro Dry treatment for outstanding dirt and water resistance.

79034

281 glowing red

N°. DIAMETER NUMBER OF FALLS WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR

79034 9.8 mm 10 62 g/m 60, 70 m 281 glowing red

N°. DIAMETER NUMBER OF FALLS WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR

71262 7.1 mm 5/18 36 g/m 60, 70 m 138 oasis 
329 icemint
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ROPES 

• Thermo Shield treatment for perfect handling

• 3D lap coiled so you can use it straight away, without kinking and tangling

EAGLE LITE 9.5 MM
Our classic rope of the pro line in the second generation: leightweight, compact and perfect handling. By using 
state-of-the art yarns, we can reduce the diameter without comprising the technical standards.

71239

N°. DIAMETER NUMBER OF FALLS WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR

71239 9.5 mm 9 62 g/m 60, 70 m 226 mango

226 mango

• Thermo Shield treatment for perfect handling

• DuoTec for permanent middle marking

• 3D lap coiled so you can use it straight away, without kinking and tangling

TOMMY CALDWELL DT 9.6 MM
This rope was developed together with top climber Tommy Caldwell. Its very high sheath proportion makes it ideal 
for working routes or big wall climbing.

71273

N°. DIAMETER NUMBER OF FALLS WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR

71273 9.6 mm 8 62 g/m 60, 70, 80 m 452 lime

452 lime

• 3D lap coiled so you can use it straight away, without kinking and tangling

• Thermo Shield treatment for perfect handling

BOA 9.8 MM
A lightweight sport climbing rope. Its Thermo Shield treatment and relatively narrow diameter makes it suitable for 
a wide range of activities.

71079

N°. DIAMETER NUMBER OF FALLS WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR

71079 9.8 mm 7 62 g/m 40, 60, 70, 200 m 198 oasis-flame

198 oasis-flame
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ROPES 

• Innovative design

• Outstanding price-performance ratio

• 3D lap coiled so you can use it straight away, without kinking and tangling

BOA ECO 9.8 MM
Robust, all-round rope with an ecological footprint. Produced of high-quality yarns left over from our production. 
Its handling and strength are identical to our other ropes.

71245

N°. DIAMETER NUMBER OF FALLS WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR

71245 9.8 mm 7 62 g/m 40, 60, 70 m 900 assorted colors

900 assorted colors

• Thermo Shield treatment for perfect handling

• 3D lap coiled so you can use it straight away, without kinking and tangling

PYTHON 10.0 MM
A classic, high-quality entry-level rope.

71080

N°. DIAMETER NUMBER OF FALLS WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR

71080 10 mm 8 64 g/m 60, 70 m 943 red-stone

943 red-stone

• Thermo Shield treatment for perfect handling

• Sheath texture ensures a sure grip

• Increased sheath proportion for maximum abrasion protection

• Bonded kernmantel construction minimizes sheath slippage

TOWER LITE 10.0 MM
Rope specially designed for use in gyms with a higher sheath proportion to make it extra hard wearing.

71220

N°. DIAMETER NUMBER OF FALLS WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR

71220 10 mm 9 66 g/m 200 m 110 pink-icemint 
217 oasis-night

110 pink-icemint 217 oasis-night
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Anniversary Pro Dry 9.7 mm + Caddy Lite 71234          

Boa Pro Dry 9.8 mm 79034        

Skimmer Pro Dry 7.1 mm 71262          

Apus Pro Dry 7.9 mm 71236          

Sp
or

ts
 L

in
e

Eagle Lite 9.5 mm 71239         

Tommy Caldwell DT 9.6 mm 71273         

Boa 9.8 mm 71079         

Boa Eco 9.8 mm 71245         

Python 10.0 mm 71080         

Tower Lite 10.0 mm 71220        

ü Ideal use
� Possible use
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Canary Pro Dry 8.6 mm 71270   8.6 mm 51 g/m 47 % 5/24/30 8.4/6.4/10.6 kN 32/31/28 % 7.4/7.1/5.6 % 0 mm

Swift Pro Dry CT 8.9 mm 71209   8.9 mm 52 g/m 34 % 5/22/22 8.8/6.7/10.4 kN 33/30/28 % 9.0/8.6/5.3 % 0 mm

Swift Pro Dry 8.9 mm 71197   8.9 mm 52 g/m 34 % 5/22/22 8.8/6.7/10.4 kN 33/30/28 % 9.0/8.6/5.3 % 0 mm

Swift Eco Dry 8.9 mm 71272   8.9 mm 52 g/m 34 % 5/22/22 8.8//6.7/10.4 kN 33/30/28 % 9.0/8.6/5.3 % 0 mm

Topaz Pro Dry CT 9.2 mm 71231   9.2 mm 59 g/m 37 % 8/>30/>30 8.9/6.5/10.2 kN 31/29/28 % 8.0/8.1/5.5 % 0 mm

Topaz Pro Dry 9.2 mm 71232   9.2 mm 59 g/m 37 % 8/>30/>30 8.9/6.5/10.2 kN 31/29/28 % 8.0/8.1/5.5 % 0 mm

Eagle Lite Pro Dry CT 9.5 mm 79033 9.5 mm 62 g/m 36 % 10 9.3 kN 31 % 7.5 % 0 mm

Eagle Lite Pro Dry 9.5 mm 71233   9.5 mm 62 g/m 36 % 10 9.3 kN 31 % 7.5 % 0 mm

Tommy Caldwell Pro Dry DT 9.6 mm 71271   9.6 mm 61 g/m 40 % 9 8.9 kN 33 % 8.1 % 0 mm

Anniversary Pro Dry 9.7 mm + Caddy Lite 71234   9.7 mm 62 g/m 40 % 9 8.9 kN 33 % 8.1 % 0 mm

Boa Pro Dry 9.8 mm 79034   9.8 mm 62 g/m 39 % 10 8.9 kN 34 % 8.3 % 0 mm

Skimmer Pro Dry 7.1 mm 71262   7.1 mm 36 g/m 50 % 5/18 6.1/10.0 kN 32/29 % 9.0/5.2 % 0 mm

Apus Pro Dry 7.9 mm 71236   7.9 mm 44 g/m 33 % 9/30 6.7/10.3 kN 30/27 % 7.7/4.8 % 0 mm

Sp
or

ts
 L

in
e

Eagle Lite 9.5 mm 71239   9.5 mm 62 g/m 36 % 9 9.0 kN 29 % 7.1 % 0 mm

Tommy Caldwell DT 9.6 mm 71273   9.6 mm 62 g/m 40 % 8 8.7 kN 32 % 8.3 % 0 mm

Boa Eco 9.8 mm 71245   9.8 mm 62 g/m 40 % 7 8.8 kN 32 % 9.3 % 0 mm

Boa 9.8 mm 71079   9.8 mm 62 g/m 40 % 7 8.8 kN 32 % 9.3 % 0 mm

Python 10.0 mm 71080   10.0 mm 64 g/m 38 % 8 8.9 kN 32 % 10.0 % 0 mm

Tower Lite 10.0 mm 71220   10.0 mm 66 g/m 41 % 9 8.7 kN 32 % 8.0 % 0 mm

All technical data for our dynamic and static ropes have been determined by an independent. UIAA-approved test institute. 

  Claudia Ziegler

ROPES
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ROPES 

• Multiple-wound core for highest breaking strength

• Tracer threads in the sheath indicate rope diameter

• Thermo Shield treatment for perfect handling

• Available in 150, 200 and 600 foot length

PERFORMANCE STATIC 10.0 MM
Combines superb abrasion resistance and low elongation with excellent handling. High-quality kernmantel 
construction provides excellent value for money.

88952

N°. DIAMETER MAX. BREAKING STRENGTH WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR

88952 10 mm 25 kN, EN 1891 Typ A 66 g/m 46, 61, 183 m 047 snow

• Thermo Shield treatment for perfect handling

TOWER STATIC 10.1 MM
A semi-static rope made specifically for gyms. The high-quality kernmantel construction combines superb abrasion 
resistance and low elongation with excellent handling.

71246

• Bonded kernmantel construction minimizes sheath slippage

• Dense, robust sheath construction for high abrasion resistant

• Bright colours ensure good visibility

• The 9.1 mm version confirms to EN 1891 Typ B

• The 10.1 mm version confirms to EN 1891 Typ A

DIVER LITE 9.1 MM / DIVER 10.1 MM
Robust canyoneering rope. The dense, robust sheath construction makes this rope very hard wearing for multiple 
rappels in wet conditions.

71242 / 71243

N°. DIAMETER MAX. BREAKING 
STRENGTH

WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR

71242 9.1 mm 22 kN, EN 1891 Typ B 56 g/m 40, 60, 100 m 242 pink

71243 10.1 mm 26 kN, EN 1891 Typ A 66 g/m 40, 60, 100 m 499 neon green

N°. DIAMETER MAX. BREAKING 
STRENGTH

WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR

71246 10.1 mm 26 kN, EN 1891 Typ A 69 g/m 200 m 100 yellow 
360 royal
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ROPES 

• Special accessory cord made from a combination of high-strength polyamide and aramid

• Tested for two falls used as a twin rope in the line with EN 892

• Suitable for hauling equipment or abseiling thanks to the low elongation values

RAP LINE II 6 MM
The enhanced version of the Rap Line is he first accessory cord with a dynamic safety reserve.

71263

N°. DIAMETER MAX. BREAKING 
STRENGTH

WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR

71263 6 mm 8 kN, EN 564 31 g/m 60, 70 m 200 red

POWERLOC EXPERT SP
Versatile multicords for a wide range of uses, e.g. gear organisation, tent guylines or shoe laces. 

71478 / 71479 / 71480 / 71481 / 71482

N°. DIAMETER MAX. BREAKING 
STRENGTH

WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR

71478 4 mm 4 kN, EN 564 10 g/m 100 m 179 aqua-oasis

71479 5 mm 6 kN, EN 564 15 g/m 100 m 198 oasis-flame

71480 6 mm 9 kN, EN 564 25 g/m 100 m 214 fire

71481 7 mm 14 kN, EN 564 32 g/m 100 m 190 aqua blue

71482 8 mm 16 kN, EN 564 41 g/m 100 m 151 cheyenne-blue

• Special sheath construction for outstanding knotability

• Fleck-marked to indicate diameter

MULTICORD SP
EDELRID’s classic, very hard-wearing accessory cord with low elongation and excellent knotability. Ideal for 
threads or prusik loops.

71490 / 71492

N°. DIAMETER MAX. BREAKING 
STRENGTH

WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR

71490 2 mm 0.6 kN 2.1 g/m 100 m 024 flame

71492 3 mm 2.4 kN 6 g/m 100 m 360 royal

200 red
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ROPES 

NAME DIAMETER WEIGHT/METRE MAX. BREAKING STRENGTH

Rap Line II 6 mm 31 g/m 8.0 kN

Powerloc Expert SP 4 mm 10 g/m 4.1 kN

Powerloc Expert SP 5 mm 15 g/m 6.0 kN

Powerloc Expert SP 6 mm 25 g/m 8.8 kN

Powerloc Expert SP 7 mm 32 g/m 14.0 kN

Powerloc Expert SP 8 mm 41 g/m 16.4 kN

Multi-Cord 2 mm 2.1 g/m 0.6 kN

Multi-Cord 3 mm 6 g/m 2.4 kN

All technical data for our dynamic and static ropes have been determined by the independent, UIAA-approved test institute at Stuttgart University (IFT).

NAME DIAMETER ROPE TYPE WEIGHT/METRE MAX. BREAKING 
STRENGTH

MAX. BREAKING 
STRENGTH WITH 

FIGURE OF 8 KNOT

STATIC  
ELONGATION

SHEATH  
SLIPPAGE

SHEATH  
PROPORTION SHRINKAGE H

2O KNOTABILITY

Performance Static 10.0 mm Type A 66 g/m 25 kN 16 kN 3.7 % 0 mm 37 % 3.8 % 0.9

Tower Static 10.1 mm Type A 69 g/m 26 kN 17 kN 3.8 % 0 mm 44 % 3.6 % 0.9

Diver Lite 9.1 mm Type B 56 g/m 22 kN 13 kN 4.5 % 0 mm 39 % 3.2 % 1.1

Diver 10.1 mm Type A 66 g/m 26 kN 17 kN 3.7 % 0 mm 47 % 3.6 % 0.9

All technical data for our dynamic and static ropes have been determined by the independent, UIAA-approved test institute at Stuttgart University (IFT).



  Claudia Ziegler





  Claudia Ziegler
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HARNESSES 

• 3D-Vent Technology: unparalleled fit and wear comfort via 3D construction, optimal pressure distribution and maximum air permeability

• 15 mm Slide Block buckle on waistbelt for secure and comfortable fit

• 3D-shaped leg loops with elastic mesh inserts mold snugly around the thighs

• Abrasion protector for extra durability at tie-in point

• 4 symmetric fixed gear loops for perfect organisation, 2 attachment options for ice screw clips, chalk bag loop

CYRUS
Probably the most comfortable harness money can buy, with 3D-Vent Technology for unparalleled wear comfort. 
Whether sport routes or longer alpine climbs, the Cyrus is suitable for all conditions.

71626

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

71626 408 g S · M · L 457 apple EN 12277 Typ C

457 apple

COLOR

• 3D-Vent Lite technology very good fit and wear comfort via HDPE (High-Density PolyEthylene)  webbing in waist belt and leg loops that 
spreads load transmission and ensures maximum breathability without adding bulk

• 15 mm Slide Block buckle on waistbelt for secure and comfortable fit

• 4 symmetric gear loops, attachment options for ice screw clips, chalk bag attachment loop

• Assembled in Germany

ACE AMBASSADOR
The harness worn by our sponsored athletes. Limited edition only. It’s development represents the latest in 
EDELRID harness design, experience and expertise. Designed for demanding routes on rock and ice.

74321

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

74321 267 g XS · S  · M · L 499 neon green EN 12277 Typ C

499 neon green

• 15 mm Slide Block buckle on waistbelt for secure and comfortable fit

• Adjustable leg loops with elasticated mesh inserts for optimal and flexibility

• 4 symmetric gear loops, attachment options for ice screw clips, chalk bag attachment loop

• Assembled in Germany

GAMBIT
Super-light sport and alpine harness with adjustable leg loops. Our new 3D-Vent Lite technology combines 
minimal weight and small pack size with superior comfort to wear, climb or hang in.

74305

877 slate-snow

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

74305 298 g S · M · L 877 slate-snow EN 12277 Typ C
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HARNESSES 

• 3D-Vent Technology: unparalleled fit and wear comfort via 3D construction, optimal pressure distribution and maximum air permeability

• Its dual webbing straps with 10 mm Slide Block buckles allow the ergonomically-shaped harness to be adjusted to fit all hip shapes

• Longer leg loop bridge enables optimal positioning above the hip bones for full comfort whether climbing or hanging

• Adjustable leg loops with elasticated mesh inserts for optimal and flexibility

• Abrasion protector for extra durability at tie-in point

• 4 symmetric fixed gear loops for perfect organisation, 2 attachment options for ice screw clips, chalk bag loop

SOLARIS
3D-Vent women’s harness. Our fully-adjustable Solaris women’s harness features EDELRID 3D-Vent Technology 
and is specially designed to fit the female anatomy.

71620

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

71620 450 g XS · S · M 589 icemint-violet EN 12277 Typ C

589 icemint-violet

• 3D-Vent Technology: unparalleled fit and wear comfort via 3D construction, optimal pressure distribution and maximum air permeability

• Adjustable leg loops with elasticated mesh inserts for optimal and flexibility

• 15 mm Slide Block buckle on waistbelt for secure and comfortable fit

• Abrasion protector for extra durability at tie-in point

• 4 symmetric fixed gear loops for perfect organisation, 2 attachment options for ice screw clips, chalk bag loop

ORION
A very comfortable all-round harness with 3D-Vent Technology and adjustable leg loops for sport climbing and 
mountaineering.

71627

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

71627 423 g S · M · L 379 turquoise EN 12277 Typ C

379 turquoise

COLOR

• Laminated construction provides perfect load and pressure distribution despite the very small pack size

• Maximized comfort with 3D mesh padding and rounded edging

• 15 mm Slide buckles for waist and leg loops, can be fully unthreaded for putting the harness on when skis or crampons are on your feet

• Tie-in point with textile abrasion protector includes a wear indicator. In the event of excessive wear a red thread will become visible providing 
a warning that precaution must be taken

• 4 symmetric fixed gear loops for perfect organization, 2 attachment options for ice screw clips, chalk bag loop

WING
Comfortable alpine harness with adjustable leg loops and laminated harness construction.

71586

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

71586 320 g S � M � L 641 slate-sahara EN 12277 Typ C

641 slate-sahara
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HARNESSES 

• Double tie-in loops for a more comfortable fit

• Detachable elastic straps on the leg loops allow the harness to be put on without having to remove skis or crampons

• Reflective tie-in loops – easier to recognise in the dark

• 4 textile gear loops  

LOOPO LITE
Ultra-light harness for high alpine use and ski touring that fits in your pocket. Weighing just 80 g, this is the lightest 
harnesses available. It’s made of ultra-light, high-strength load-bearing HDPE (High-Density PolyEthylene) edge binding.

74303

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

74303 80 g S � M � L 047 snow EN 12277 Typ C

047 snow

• Classic Mono buckle at waist

• Ultrasonically welded webbing ends for easy buckle threading

• Dual construction with soft edging and spacer structure for enhanced wear comfort and maximum breathability

• Side buckles on leg loops allow the harness to be put on without having to remove skis or crampons

• 2 flexible gear loops, 2 attachment points for ice screw clips

HUASCARAN
This minimalist harness is designed for high-alpine use. Astonishingly comfortable despite its light weight. 

71582

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

71582 220 g S � M � L 219 night-oasis EN 12277 Typ C

219 night-oasis
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HARNESSES 

• 3 Easy Glider bucklesfor easy and secure fitting

• 3D mesh padding for optimal support and comfort

• 4 symmetric fixed gear loops for perfect organisation, 2 attachment options for ice screw clips, chalk bag loop

• Longer leg loop base enables optimal positioning above the hip bones

• Moveable foam waist padding allows the tie-in point and the four fixed gear loops to be centred and aligned

• Sizing tailored to the female anatomy

JAYNE II
An all-round women’s harness with an easy to align tie-in point for all types of climbing.

71583

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

71583 405 g XS · S · M · L 118 oasis-icemint 
872 jade-petrol

EN 12277 Typ C

872 jade-petrol

118 oasis-icemint

• 3D mesh padding for optimal support and comfort

• 3 Easy Glider bucklesfor easy and secure fitting

• Moveable foam waist padding allows the tie-in point and the four fixed gear loops to be centred and aligned

• Abrasion protector for extra durability at tie-in point

• Abrasion protector for extra durability at tie-in point

• 4 asymmetric fixed gear loops for perfect organisation, 2 attachment options for ice screw clips, chalk bag loop

JAY II
The Jay is the perfect all-rounder with adjustable leg loops for all types of climbing.

71598

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

71598 416 g S · M · L 602 slate-icemint 
876 vinered-lollipop

EN 12277 Typ C

876 vinered-lollipop

602 slate-icemint

• Comfortable 3D mesh padding for optimum support and comfort

• 4 symmetric fixed gear loops for perfect organization

• 3 Easy Glider bucklesfor easy and secure fitting

• Abrasion protector for extra durability at tie-in point

• Moveable foam waist padding allows the tie-in point and the four fixed gear loops to be centred and aligned

ZACK
Comfortable and fully adjustable allround harness for all types of climbing.

74300

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

74300 405 g XS · S · M · L 627 slate-oasis EN 12277 Typ C

627 slate-oasis
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HARNESSES 

• Harness: Zack

• Belay device: Jul Sport

• HMS carabiner: Nugget Screw

• Chalk bag: Cosmic

ZACK STARTER SET 
The ultimate starter kit.

74301

627 slate-oasis

• Size recognition with 3 disctinct colors

• Right/left leg loop markings to make it easier to put on the harness correctly and fixed bum straps make usage easier

• 3 Easy Glider buckles for easy and secure fitting

• Moveable foam padding for centering the tie-in point

• Tie in point with textile abrasion protector includes a wear indicator. In the event of excessive wear a red thread will become visible as an 
early warning assistant

• Small pouch on harness to accommodate RFID chip

• Tarp patch to write on for labelling harnesses

ZACK GYM
Fully adjustable climbing harness specially developed for rental use and courses. For safety reasons this harness 
does not feature gear loops.

74318

207 vine red

• Classic design made of 45 mm webbing

• Easy Glider buckles for infinite adjustment and to make the harness easy to put on and take off

• Stitched webbing terminations designed so that straps cannot be completely unthreaded

• Right/left leg loop markings to make it easier to put on the harness correctly and fixed bum straps make usage easier

• Small pouch on harness to accommodate RFID chip

• Robust gear loop

JOKER II
An adjustable harness for climbing centers, guided courses and training events.

74319

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

74319 485 g vario 219 night-oasis EN 12277 Typ C
219 night-oasis

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

74301 405 g S · M · L 627 slate-oasis EN 12277 Typ C,  
EN 12275, EN 15151-2

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

74318 330 g XS
S – M
L – XL

207 vine red 
379 turquoise 
785 green pepper

EN 12277 Typ C

379 turquoise 785 green pepper
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• Stitched clip-in buckles with tension straps for an easy on and off

• Left/right leg loop markings make it easier to put the harness on correctly

• Robust, replaceable seat protector

• Large, textile tie-in point

• 2 robust, floating gear loops

IRUPU
A canyoning harness specially developed for rental use with a replaceable seat protector and wear indicator.

71577

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

71577 600 g one 138 oasis EN 12277 Typ C

138 oasis

• 4 buckles for maximum adjustability also ensure that tie-in point remains centered at all times

• Stitched clip-in buckles at waist make it easy to put on and take off

• Leg loops open fully thanks to classic Mono buckle

• Extremely robust, seamless, replaceable seat protector

• Large, stainless steel tie-in eyelet

• 2 robust, floating gear loops

• Canyoning knife holder on leg loop base

IGUAZU II
Innovative canyoning harness designed for guides with a replaceable seat protector and wear indicators.

71578

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

71578 810 g one 227 orange EN 12277 Typ C

227 orange

• Innovative figure-of-eight construction

• Lightweight and fully adjustable via single Easy Glider buckle

• Breathable mesh for excellent ventilation

• Chest harnesses should only be used in combination with a sit harness

AGENT
Innovative chest harness for greater stability when hanging in a vertical position.

71616

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

71616 200 g S · L 017 night EN 12277 Typ D

017 night

HARNESSES 
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HARNESSES 

• Comfortable 3D mesh padding for optimum support and comfort

• 2 very strong gearloops offering more safety

• 15 mm Easy-Glider buckle on the waist belt and leg loops for a maximum adjustment range

• Movable, ergonomically designed padding at the hips allows the tie-in point to be permanently centred and the gear loops to be 
symmetrically aligned

• Adjustable leg loops with a sandwich structure for optimum fit also for small sizes

• Tie-in point with a textile abrasion protector

FINN II
Fully-adjustable children’s harness for the climbing stars of the future.

71646

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

71646 240 g 
280 g

XXS
XS

118 oasis-icemint 
809 oasis-sahara

EN 12277 Typ C

809 oasis-sahara

118 oasis-icemint

• 3D mesh padding for optimum support and comfort

• 2 Slide Block buckles allow comfortable and secure adjustment

• Padding maintains harness shape and makes it very easy to put on and take off

• Attachment point at the back for extra safety in steep terrain or while skiing

FRAGGLE II
A unique full body harness with jointed padding for the children up to 88 pounds.

71684

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

71684 300 g 
355 g

XXS
XS

118 oasis-icemint 
810 sahara-oasis

EN 12277 Typ B

810 sahara-oasis

118 oasis-icemint

• Classic design made of 45 mm webbing

• Easy Glider buckles for infinite adjustment and to make the harness easy to put on and take off

• Stitched webbing terminations designed so that straps cannot be completely unthreaded

• Right/left leg loop markings to make it easier to put on the harness correctly and fixed bum straps make usage easier

• Small pouch on harness to accommodate RFID chip

• Robust gear loop

JOKER JUNIOR II
An adjustable kids harness for climbing centers, guided courses and training events.

74320

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

74320 440 g vario 118 oasis-icemint EN 12277 Typ C

118 oasis-icemint



NAME ARTICLE NUMBER IMAGE COLOR SIZE WEIGHT WAIST LEG LOOPS

Ace Ambassador 74321 499 neon green

XS
S
M
L

246 g
277 g
303 g
315 g

25.2 – 31.1 inch
27.2 – 33.1 inch
29.5 – 35.4 inch
32.7 – 38.6 inch

18.1 – 20.1 inch
19.7 – 21.7 inch
22.0 – 24.0 inch
23.6 – 25.6 inch

Gambit 74305 877 slate-snow
S
M
L

298
321
395

27.2 – 33.1 inch
29.5 – 35.4 inch
32.7 – 38.6 inch

17.7 – 21.7 inch
20.9 – 24.8 inch
22.8 – 26.8 inch

Cyrus 71626 457 apple
S 
M 
L

371 g
408 g
433 g

27.2 – 31.1 inch
29.5 – 35.4 inch
32.7 – 38.6 inch

19.7 – 21.7 inch
22.0 – 24.0 inch
23.6 – 25.6 inch

Solaris 71620 589 icemint-violet
XS 
S 
M

450 g
480 g
507 g

27.6 – 33.5 inch
29.9 – 35.8 inch
32.7 – 38.6 inch

17.7 – 21.7 inch
19.7 – 23.6 inch
21.7 – 25.6 inch

Orion 71627 379 turquoise
S
M
L

423 g
436 g
480 g

27.6 – 33.5 inch
29.5 – 35.4 inch
32.7 – 38.6 inch

17.7 – 21.7 inch
20.9 – 24.8 inch
22.8 – 26.8 inch

Wing 71586 627 slate-oasis
S 
M 
L

320 g
335 g
360 g

28.0 - 33.5 inch
29.5 - 35.4 inch
31.9 - 37.8 inch

18.5 - 23.2 inch
20.5 - 25.2 inch
22.0 - 27.2 inch

Loopo Lite 74303 470 snow
S 
M 
L

80 
85 
90 

33.5 – 37.4 inch
35.4 – 39.4 inch
37.4 – 41.3 inch

17.7 - 22.8 inch
20.9 - 26.0 inch
22.8 - 28.0 inch

Huascaran 71582 219 night-oasis
S 
M 
L

220 g
240 g
260 g

26.4 – 36.2 inch
29.5 – 39.4 inch
32.3 – 42.9 inch

17.7 - 23.6 inch
19.7 - 25.6 inch
21.7 - 27.6 inch

Jayne II 71583
118 oasis-icemint
872 jade-petrol

XS
S
M
L

405 g
420 g
435 g
470 g

22.8 – 30.7 inch
24.8 – 32.7 inch
27.6 – 37.4 inch
30.7 – 41.3 inch

17.7 – 21.7 inch
19.7 – 23.6 inch
21.7 – 25.6 inch
24.7 – 28.3 inch

Jay II 71598
602 slate-icemint
876 vinred-lollipop

S 
M 
L

416 g
437 g
470 g

24.8 – 32.7 inch
27.6 – 37.4 inch
30.7 – 41.3 inch

17.7 – 21.7 inch
19.7 – 23.6 inch
21.7 – 25.6 inch

Zack 74300 627 slate-oasis 

XS
S 
M 
L

345 g
405 g
425 g
455 g

20.1 – 31.1 inch
24.8 – 33.5 inch
29.5 – 37.4 inch
33.5 – 41.3 inch

15.7 – 19.7 inch
17.7 – 21.7 inch
19.7 – 23.6 inch
21.7 – 25.6 inch

Zack Starter Set 74301 627 slate-oasis
S 
M 
L

405 g
425 g
455 g

24.8 – 33.5 inch
29.5 – 37.4 inch
33.5 – 41.3 inch

17.7 – 21.7 inch
19.7 – 23.6 inch
21.7 – 25.6 inch

Zack Gym 74318
207 vine red

379 turquoise
785 green pepper

XS
S
L

330 g
410 g 
440 g

20.1 – 31.1 inch
24.8 – 36.6 inch
30.3 – 41.3 inch

15.7 – 21.7 inch
17.7 – 23.6 inch
22.0 – 27.2 inch

Joker II 74319 219 night-oasis one size 485 g 18.9 – 44.1 inch 8.7 – 29.5 inch

Irupu 71577 138 oasis one size 600 g 25.6 – 43.3 inch max 27.6 inch

Iguazu 71578 227 orange one size 810 g 29.5 – 41.3 inch max 29.5 inch

Agent 71616 017 night
S 
L

185 g 
225 g

23.6 – 35.4 inch
27.6 – 43.3 inch

—

Joker Junior II 74320 118 oasis-icemint one size 440 g 18.9 – 26.0 inch max 12.2 inch

Finn II 71646
118 oasis-icemint
809 oasis-sahara 

XXS
XS

240 g
280 g

15.7 – 23.6 inch
19.7 – 27.6 inch

11.8 – 15.7 inch
13.8 – 17.7 inch

Fraggle II 71684
118 oasis-icemint
810 sahara-oasis

XXS
XS

300 g
355 g

17.7 – 21.7 inch
36/38 – 23.6 inch

10.6 – 14.6 inch
15.0 – 18.9 inch

HARNESSES 
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HELMETS

SOFTSHELL HELMETS p. 42

SHIELD II
72036

KID’S SHIELD II
72045

SHIELD LITE
72040

HARDSHELL HELMETS p. 43 – 44

ULTRALIGHT
72028

ULTRALIGHT JUNIOR
72029

HYBRID HELMETS p. 43

ZODIAC
72037

MADILLO
72031
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HELMETS 

• Lightweight In-Mold construction with expanded polystyrene foam core and tough polycarbonate shell

• Fully adjustable chin strap with closure system positioned under the ear for greater comfort

• 4 robust head torch clips

• Overhauled Wing-Fit system and rear adjustment dial fits all head shapes

• Ergonomically-shaped interior with removable, washable padding (additional padding included)

SHIELD II
Lightweight and robust, In-Mold helmet with innovative closure system and excellent ventilation. The perfect 
protection for long and demanding climbs.

72036

790 jade 404 petrol

140 sahara

• Fully adjustable head and neck strap for the perfect fit, minimal pack size and excellent ventilation

• Fully adjustable chin strap with closure system under the ear for greater comfort

• Lightweight In-Mold construction with expanded polystyrene foam core and tough polycarbonate shell

• 4 robust head torch clips

• Ergonomically-shaped interior with removable, washable padding (additional padding included)

• Airflow system with large vents for continual air exchange

SHIELD LITE
An ultra-light, In-Mold helmet with a robust webbing closure system. The lightweight design and excellent 
ventilation make it suitable for both sport climbing and mountaineering.

72040

813 oasis-snow

• Lightweight In-Mold construction with expanded polystyrene foam core and tough polycarbonate shell

• Fully adjustable chin strap with closure system positioned under the ear for greater comfort

• Airflow system with large vents for continual air exchange

• 4 robust head torch clips

• Ergonomically-shaped interior with removable, washable padding (additional padding included)

• Overhauled Wing-Fit system and rear adjustment dial fits all head shapes

KID’S SHIELD II
Our popular softshell helmet with a stylish design perfect for children.

72045

810 sahara-oasis

N°. WEIGHT HEAD SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

72045 248 g 48 – 56 cm 810 sahara-oasis EN 12492, UIAA

N°. WEIGHT SIZE HEAD SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

72036 248 g 
274 g

1
2

48 – 56 cm 
52 – 62 cm

140 sahara 
404 petrol 
790 jade

EN 12492, UIAA

N°. WEIGHT SIZE HEAD SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

72040 220 g 
239 g

1
2

48 – 56 cm 
52 – 62 cm

813 oasis-snow EN 12492, UIAA
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HELMETS 

• Wing-Fit system and rear adjustment dial fits all sizes and guarantees outstanding safety and comfort

• Expanded polystyrene foam inner shell for reliable shock absorption

• Large vents ensure a constant supply of fresh air

• Cradle folds into helmet to significantly reduce the pack size

• Fully adjustable chin strap with closure system positioned under the ear for greater comfort

• 4 robust head torch clips

• Robust and impact-resistant injection-moulded ABS shell

• Detachable, washable padding (spare padding included)

ZODIAC
Lightweight and extremely stable hybrid helmet. Perfect for climbing, mountaineering and via ferratas.

72037

N°. WEIGHT HEAD SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

72037 359 g 54 – 62 cm 047 snow
329 icemint

EN 12492, UIAA

329 icemint

047 snow

•  The first and only foldable climbing helmet on the market

•  Robust and impact-resistant injection-moulded ABS shell

•  Innovative combination of materials – 3 different foam types (EPS, EPP and EVA) deliver optimum safety and comfort

•  Detachable, washable padding

•  Fully adjustable chinstrap for optimal fit

•  4 robust head torch clips

•  One size

MADILLO
The legendary stowable helmet. Shell sides slide into the top and the back folds in, reducing pack volume by 50 %.

72031

• Extremely robust and impact-resistant polypropylene shell

• Fully adjustable headstrap and chinstrap for optimal fit

• Head torch attachment option

• Detachable, washable headband made of synthetic leather

• 26 vents ensure a constant supply of fresh air

• One size: Fits a head circumference of 54 - 60 cm

ULTRALIGHT
Our classic helmet. Its sturdy construction makes it ideal for institutional use at adventure parks or climbing centres.

72028

 

227 orange 200 red

047 snow

N°. WEIGHT HEAD SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

72031 390 g 52 – 62 cm 774 pebbles-oasis
131 saharah-slate

EN 12492, UIAA

131 saharah-slate

774 pepples-oasis

379 turquoise
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HELMETS 

NAME ARTICLE NUMBER IMAGE HEAD SIZE WEIGHT COLOR

Shield II 72036
48 – 56 cm
52 – 62 cm

248 g
274 g

790 jade
140 sahara
404 petrol

Shield Lite 72040
48 – 56 cm
52 – 62 cm

220 g
239 g

813 oasis-snow
748 icemint-snow

Kid’s Shield II 72045 48 – 56 cm 248 g 810 sahara-oasis

Zodiac 72037 54 – 62 cm 359 g
047 snow

329 icemint 

Madillo 72031 52 – 62 cm 390 g
131 sahara-slate 

774 pebbles-oasis

Ultralight 72028 54 – 60 cm 435 g

047 snow
200 red

227 orange
379 turquoise

Ultralight Junior 72029 48 – 58 cm 458 g
047 snow
200 red

ULTRALIGHT JUNIOR
The junior version of the legendary Ultralight. Provides the same outstanding protection as the adult model.

72029

N°. WEIGHT HEAD SIZE COLOR CERTIFICATION

72029 458 g 48 – 58 cm 047 snow 
200 red

EN 12492, UIAA

200 red

047 snow
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TAPES/SLINGS

SLINGS p. 48– 49

ABSORBER SLING
71540

ADJUSTABLE BELAY STATION SLING
71733

ALPHA FIX
71541

DYNEEMA® SLING 8 MM
71568

TECH WEB SLING 12 MM
71566

TUBULAR SLING 16 MM
71565

X-TUBE 25 MM
71570

WEBBING p. 50

TECH WEB 12 MM
71730

QUICKDRAW SLINGS p. 50

QUICKDRAW SLING PES 16 MM
71754

JIM QUICKDRAW PES
71572
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TAPES/SLINGS 

• The extremely small shock absorber will hold a factor 2 standard fall (EN 355) with impact force < 6 kN

• Elasticated arm for close-to-hand carabiner handling

• Attach to harness with a girth hitch

• Please note: Must not be used as a via ferrata set

ABSORBER SLING
A belay sling designed specifically for sport climbing in accordance with EN 355. For attaching at a belay chain or 
other anchor points. Available with or without carabiner.

71540

N°. BREAKING LOAD WEIGHT COLOR PU

71540 15 kN 107 g 017 night ST

• Easy length adjustment without knotting that can weaken the material

• This is the first time two anchor points can be attached with even tension to provide 22 kN breaking strength

• Other uses include, an adjustable personal belay point, étrier, or block sling protection

ADJUSTABLE BELAY STATION SLING
An adjustable polyamide belay station sling for quick, safe and secure belay stance organization in all situations.

71733

N°. BREAKING LOAD WEIGHT SIZE COLOR PU

71733 22 kN 150 g 110 cm 627 slate-oasis ST

• Wear indicators on webbing. In the event of excessive wear a red wear indicator warning thread becomes visible – to show that the product 
should be replaced

• Two different length arms (60 cm/ 30 cm) for different set-up positions

• Attach to harness with a locking carabiner (not included)

• Antitwist fixing holds the carabiner in position and protects webbing ends from abrasion

• Please note: Must not be used as a via ferrata set

ALPHA FIX
Y-shaped belay sling for quick and easy positioning when canyoning or working at height.

71541

N°. BREAKING LOAD WEIGHT SIZE COLOR PU

71541 23 kN 118 g 60 cm 219 night-oasis ST

017 night

627 slate-oasis

219 night-oasis
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TAPES/SLINGS 

• High-strength Dyneema® core keeps weight to a minimum

DYNEEMA® SLING 8 MM
Superlight 8 mm Dyneema® sling – perfect for threads.

71568

N°. BREAKING LOAD WEIGHT SIZE COLOR PU

71568 22 kN 19 g 
36 g

60 cm 
120 cm

138 oasis 
329 icemint

10

• High-strength Dyneema® core keeps weight to a minimum

• Polyamide sheath provides abrasion resistance for the core and improved grip

TECH WEB SLING 12 MM
Innovative sling made from our award-winning Tech Web webbing.

71566

N°. BREAKING LOAD WEIGHT SIZE COLOR PU

71566 23 kN 16 g 
30 g 
57 g

30 cm 
60 cm 
120 cm

017 night 
138 oasis 
329 icemint

10

TUBULAR SLING 16 MM
16 mm sewn sling made of robust and abrasion-resistant polyamide.

71565

N°. BREAKING LOAD WEIGHT SIZE COLOR PU

71565 23 kN 45 g 
86 g 
169 g

60 cm 
120 cm 
240 cm

600 slate-night 
627 slate-oasis 
602 slate-icemint

10

138 oasis

138 oasis

138 slate-oasis

017 night

017 slate-night

329 icemint

329 icemint

329 slate-icemint
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TAPES/SLINGS 

TECH WEB 12 MM71730

• High-strength Dyneema® core keeps weight to a minimum

• Buckle for adapting the foot loop to the shoe size to prevent the user from slipping while ascending

• High-strength Dyneema® for outstanding tensile strength and minimal weight

Tech Web webbing combines the low weight and high-tensile strength of Dyneema® with the knot stability of 
polyamide.

138 oasis

X-TUBE 25 MM71570

Flat tubular webbing made of robust and durable polyamide. Every marker fleck represents 5 kN minimum tensile 
strength.

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD LENGTH COLOR PU

71570 43 g/m 20 kN 100 m 118 icemint-oasis ST

118 icemint-oasis

QUICKDRAW SLING PES 16 MM71754

• Flat webbing of robust and durable polyester

• Antitwist fixing on lower carabiner

Premium quality quickdraw sling made from abrasion-resistant polyester.

017 night

JIM QUICKDRAW PES71572

• Internal wear indicator made from red polyester

• Sewn label with explanation of the visual inspection

• Webbing made from robust, durable polyester

Quickdraw sling with built-in wear indicator. In the event of critical wear to the sling, the internal red polyester 
section becomes visible so that users know that replacement is required.

017 night

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD LENGTH COLOR PU

71730 22 g/m 15 kN 100 m 138 oasis ST

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD LENGTH COLOR PU

71754 11 g 
18 g

22 kN 10 cm
18 cm

017 night 10

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD LENGTH COLOR PU

71572 12 g 
20 g 
41 g

22 kN 10 cm
18 cm
45 cm

017 night 10 
25
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HARDWARE

CARABINERS p. 54 –55, 64

NINETEEN G
71830

BULLETPROOF
73715

NINETEEN G SIXPACK
71806

PURE 
71768

MISSION
71822

JIM STEEL
72017

MISSION SIXPACK
72023

SLASH  
SET
72011

MISSION  
SET
71987

MISSION  
SET
71987

BULLET-
PROOF SET
73711

JIM STEEL  
SET
72016

PURE SLIM  
SET
71995

JIM STEEL  
WIRE SET
73706

QUICKDRAWS p. 60 – 63

NINETEEN G  
SET
71989

LOCKING CARABINERS p. 56 – 58, 64

HMS BULLETPROOF 
SCREW
73725

PURE  
SLIDER
72002

HMS BULLETPROOF 
SCREW FG / TRIPLE FG
73726 / 73728

PURE  
SCREW
71770

HMS MAGNUM  
TRIPLE
71819

SCREWLINK 8 MM
71790

BULLETPROOF  
SCREW
73724

DRACO HANGER
71873

HMS STRIKE SLIDER FG / 
SCREW FG / TRIPLE FG
71946 / 71967 / 73702

HMS STRIKE  
SLIDER / SCREW / TRIPLE
 71966 / 71808 / 88262

HMS BRUCE STEEL  
SCREW FG / TRIPLE FG
72006 / 73710
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HARDWARE

• Very lightweight construction

• Strong aluminium alloy, special hardening treatment

• Compact shape and minimal pack size

• Lightweight wire gates reduce whiplash effect on gate in the event of a fall

• The color scheme fits the established camming devices

NINETEEN G SIXPACK
The lightetest carabiner in the world in a sixpack.

71806

900 assorted colors

• Very lightweight construction

• Large 20 mm gate opening

• Lightweight wire gates reduce whiplash effect on gate in the event of a fall

MISSION
An extremely lightweight carabiner with a wire gate and larger opening. Extremely robust, despite its minimal 
weight.

71822

138 oasis

• Very lightweight construction

• Strong aluminium alloy, special hardening treatment

• Compact shape and minimal pack size

• Lightweight wire gates reduce whiplash effect on gate in the event of a fall

NINETEEN G
The 20 g barrier has been broken! The Nineteen G is the lightest carabiner in the world – and makes no 
compromises on strength.

71830

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD COLOR PU CERTIFICATION

71830 19 g 20/7/7 kN 329 icemint 
663 slate

5 EN 12275

663 slate

329 icemint

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD COLOR PU CERTIFICATION

71806 117 g 20/7/7 kN 900 assorted colors 6 EN 12275

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD COLOR PU CERTIFICATION

71822 25 g 23/8/7 kN 138 oasis 5 EN 12275

COLOR
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006 silver

HARDWARE

• Very lightweight construction

• Lightweight wire gates reduce whiplash effect on gate in the event of a fall

• The color scheme fits the established camming devices

• Large 20 mm gate opening

MISSION SIXPACK72023

900 assorted colors

• Steel insert prevents premature wear from rope friction or bolt hangars

• Keylock closure system for optimal handling when clipping and unclipping

• H-profile construction ensures best possible use of material and minimal weight

• Ergonomic gate design for easier clipping

BULLETPROOF STRAIGHT / BENT
The name says it all. Innovative, robust hybrid biner with steel insert at the apex of the biner. Prevents premature 
wear and burrs or sharp edges.

73715 / 73717

663 slate

• Keylock closure system for optimal handling when clipping and unclipping

• H-profile construction ensures best possible use of material and minimal weight

PURE STRAIGHT / BENT / WIRE
Robust and versatile, all-round carabiner for all vertical activities.

71768 / 71769 / 71767

138 oasis

329 icemint

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD COLOR PU CERTIFICATION

72023 150 g 23/8/7 kN 900 assorted colors 6 EN 12275

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD COLOR PU CERTIFICATION

73715 straight 55 g 27/10/8 kN 663 slate 5 EN 12275

73717 bent 55 g 27/10/8 kN 138 oasis 5 EN 12275

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD COLOR PU CERTIFICATION

71768 straight 39 g 23/8/8 kN 329 icemint 5 EN 12275

71769 bent 39 g 23/8/8 kN 138 oasis 5 EN 12275

71767 wire 34 g 23/8/8 kN 006 silver 5 EN 12275

138 oasis

COLOR

The lightetest carabiner in the world in a sixpack.
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HARDWARE

• Steel insert prevents premature wear from rope friction or bolt hangars

• Keylock closure system for optimal handling when clipping and unclipping

• H-profile construction ensures best possible use of material and minimal weight

HMS BULLETPROOF SCREW
Innovative, robust HMS biner with steel insert at the apex (rope basket). Prevents premature wear and burrs or 
sharp edges. Also makes a lighter alternative to a steel carabiner for top-roping. 

73725

663 slate

• Steel insert prevents premature wear from rope friction or bolt hangars

• Spring bar holds carabiner in place when belaying to prevent cross loading

• Keylock closure system for optimal handling when clipping and unclipping

• H-profile construction ensures best possible use of material and minimal weight

• Available with either screw or triple lock

HMS BULLETPROOF SCREW FG / TRIPLE FG
Innovative, robust HMS biner with steel insert at the apex and an internal spring bar to prevent it from twisting. 
Ideal for use with EDELRID belay devices.

73726 / 73728

138 oasis

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD COLOR PU CERTIFICATION

73725 82 g 23/8/8 kN 663 slate 5 EN 12275, EN 362

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD COLOR PU CERTIFICATION

73726 screw 84 g 23/8/8 kN 138 oasis 5 EN 12275

73728 triple 91 g 24/8/8 kN 329 icemint 5 EN 12275

• The HMS Bruce Steel FG  is designed to perfectly complement the Mega Jul’s and Mega Jul Sports geometry

• Keylock closure system for optimal handling when clipping and unclipping

• Spring bar holds carabiner in place when belaying to prevent cross loading

• H-profile construction ensures best possible use of material and minimal weight

HMS BRUCE STEEL SCREW FG / TRIPLE FG
Extremely strong steel HMS carabiner with an internal spring bar to prevent it from twisting. Ideal for situations 
with greater wear (belaying with a tubular belay device or top-roping).

72006 / 73710

006 silver

329 icemint

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD COLOR PU CERTIFICATION

72006 screw 134 g 23/8/10 kN 006 silver 5 EN 12275, EN 362

73710 triple 134 g 23/8/10 kN 329 icemint 5 EN 12275, EN 362

329 icemint
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HARDWARE

118 oasis-icemint

• Automatic gate locking system

• Spring bar holds carabiner in place when belaying to prevent cross loading

• Keylock closure system for optimal handling when clipping and unclipping

• H-profile construction ensures best possible use of material and minimal weight

HMS STRIKE SLIDER FG / SCREW FG / TRIPLE FG
The combination of our HMS Strike Slider with the Strike FG. Ideal for use with all types of belay device.

71946 / 71967 / 73702

138 oasis

006 silver

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD COLOR PU CERTIFICATION

71946 slider 66 g 23/8/7 kN 138 oasis 5 EN 12275

71967 screw 70 g 23/8/7 kN 006 silver 5 EN 12275

73702 triple 70 g 23/8/7 kN 118 oasis-icemint 5 EN 12275

• H-profile construction ensures best possible use of material and minimal weight

• Keylock closure system for optimal handling when clipping and unclipping

• Carabiner can move freely in all (belay/anchor) situations

• Locking slide-gate mechanism minimizes risk of accidental gate opening

• Easy-operation slide-gate mechanism for fast clipping

HMS STRIKE SLIDER / SCREW / TRIPLE
Innovative HMS carabiner with automatic locking mechanism.

71966  / 71808 / 73702

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD COLOR PU CERTIFICATION

71966 slider 62 g 23/8/7 kN 663 slate 5 EN 12275

71808 screw 65 g 23/8/7 kN 138 oasis 5 EN 12275, EN 362

88262 triple 74 g 23/8/7 kN 006 silver 5 EN 12275, EN 362

138 oasis 006 silver

663 slate

• Extra-large gate opening and generous inner dimensions

• Large inner radius minimizes rope wear

• Keylock closure system for optimal handling when clipping and unclipping

• H-profile construction ensures best possible use of material and minimal weight

• Available with screw, twist lock or triple lock gate

HMS MAGNUM TRIPLE
HMS carabiner with larger design. Ideal for stances, belaying and rappelling.

71819

138 oasis

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD COLOR PU CERTIFICATION

71819 87 g 23/8/9 kN 138 oasis 5 EN 12275, EN 362
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HARDWARE

• Steel insert prevents premature wear from rope friction or bolt hangars

• Keylock closure system for optimal handling when clipping and unclipping

• H-profile construction ensures best possible use of material and minimal weight

BULLETPROOF SCREW
Small, robust screwgate biner with steel insert at the apex. Prevents premature wear and burrs or sharp edges. 
Ideal for personal protection use, e.g. clipping into a belay anchor.

73724

329 icemint

• Locking slide-gate mechanism minimizes risk of accidental gate opening

• Easy-operation slide-gate mechanism for fast clipping

• H-profile construction ensures best possible use of material and minimal weight

PURE SLIDER
Pure carabiner with a locking slide gate – ideal for traverses or wandering routes.

72002

• Keylock closure system for optimal handling when clipping and unclipping

• H-profile construction ensures best possible use of material and minimal weight

PURE SCREW
Small screw gate carabiner for all vertical activity. Ideal for use with a belay device or for stances.

71770

138 oasis

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD COLOR PU CERTIFICATION

73724 60 g 24/8/8 kN 329 icemint 5 EN 12275, EN 362

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD COLOR PU CERTIFICATION

72002 42 g 23/8/8 kN 138 oasis 
329 icemint 
663 slate

5 EN 12275, EN 362

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD COLOR PU CERTIFICATION

71770 43 g 23/8/8 kN 138 oasis 5 EN 12275, EN 362

663 slate

138 oasis

329 icemint
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HARDWARE

NAME
ARTICLE 
NUMBER

IMAGE GATE TYPE WEIGHT SIZE GATE OPEN F MAX. VERT.
F MAX.  

MINOR AXIS
F MAX OPEN

Nineteen G 71830 wire 19 g 78 x 50 mm 17 mm 20 kN 7 kN 7 kN

Mission 71822 wire 25 g 90 x 57 mm 20 mm 23 kN 8 kN 7 kN

Bulletproof Straight 73715 straight 55 g 100 x 58 mm 20 mm 27 kN 10 kN 8 kN

Bulletproof Bent 73717 bent 55 g 100 x 58 mm 20 mm 27 kN 10 kN 8 kN

Pure Straight 71768 straight 39 g 100 x 58 mm 20 mm 23 kN 8 kN 8 kN

Pure Bent 71769 bent 39 g 100 x 58 mm 20 mm 23 kN 8 kN 8 kN

Pure Wire 71767 wire 34 g 100 x 58 mm 24 mm 23 kN 8 kN 8 kN

Bulletproof Screw 73724 screw 60 g 100 x 58 mm 20 mm 27 kN 10 kN 8 kN

Pure Slider 72002 slider 42 g 100 x 58 mm 17 mm 23 kN 8 kN 8 kN

Pure Screw 71770 screw 43 g 100 x 58 mm 17 mm 23 kN 8 kN 8 kN

HMS Bulletproof Screw 73725 screw 82 g 110 x 75 mm 24 mm 23 kN 8 kN 8 kN

HMS Bulletproof Screw FG 73726 screw 84 g 110 x 75 mm 24 mm 23 kN 8 kN 8 kN

HMS Bulletproof Triple FG 73728 triple 91 g 110 x 75 mm 24 mm 24 kN 8 kN 8 kN

HMS Bruce Steel Screw FG 72006 screw 134 g 107 x 72 mm 22 mm 28 kN 8 kN 10 kN

HMS Bruce Steel Triple FG 73710 triple 135 g 107 x 72 mm 22 mm 28 kN 8 kN 10 kN

HMS Strike Slider FG 71946 slider 66 g 100 x 70 mm 21 mm 22 kN 8 kN 7 kN

HMS Strike Screw FG 71967 screw 70 g 100 x 70 mm 21 mm 22 kN 8 kN 7 kN

HMS Strike Triple FG 73702 triple 70 g 100 x 70 mm 21 mm 22 kN 8 kN 7 kN

HMS Strike Slider 71966 slider 62 g 100 x 70 mm 21 mm 22 kN 8 kN 7 kN

HMS Strike Screw 71966 screw 65 g 100 x 70 mm 21 mm 22 kN 8 kN 7 kN

HMS Strike Triple 88262 triple 74 g 100 x 70 mm 21 mm 22 kN 8 kN 7 kN

HMS Magnum Triple 71819 triple 85 g 110 x 70 mm 22 mm 23 kN 8 kN 9 kN
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HARDWARE

• Minimal weight thanks to ultra-light Nineteen G carabiner and ultra-strong 11 mm Dyneema® quickdraw sling

• Lightweight wire gates reduce whiplash effect on gate in the event of a fall

• Available in two lengths (10/18 cm)

• H-profile construction ensures best possible use of material and minimal weight

NINETEEN G SET
The lightest carabiner set on the market. The Nineteen G Set will significantly reduce the weight of any rack.  
Ideal for alpine climbing or routes where every gram counts.

71989

N°. WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR PU

71989 46 g 10 cm 138 oasis 5

• Extremely lightweight Mission carabiners with an ultra-strong 11/17 mm polyamide sling

• Lightweight wire gates reduce whiplash effect on gate in the event of a fall

• Antitwist fixing on lower carabiner

• Also available with an extendable 60 cm/8 mm Dyneema® sling to prevent rope drag on wandering routes

MISSION SET
An extremely lightweight carabiner set for alpine or trad climbing.

71987

118 oasis-icemint

• H-profile construction ensures best possible use of material and minimal weight

• One bullet carabiner and one bulletproof carabiner  with keylock closure for optimal handling when clipping/unclipping

• Steel insert in lower carabiner prevents premature wear due to rope friction

• High-strength 15/22 mm narrow/wide polyamide quickdraw sling

• Antitwist fixing to hold lower carabiner in place

BULLETPROOF SET
Our extremely robust sport climbing quickdraw set with steel insert in lower carabiner to prevent premature wear.

73711

138 oasis

N°. WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR PU

71987 62 g 
70 g

12 cm
60 cm

118 oasis-icemint 
138 oasis

5
5

N°. WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR PU

73711 117 g 
122 g

12 cm
18 cm

138 oasis 
017 night

5
5

138 oasis

138 oasis

017 night
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HARDWARE

• Two robust Pure carabiners with Keylock closure system for optimal handling when clipping and unclipping

• H-profile construction ensures best possible use of material and minimal weight

• Ultra-strong 11/17 mm narrow/wide polyamide sling

• Antitwist fixing on lower carabiner

PURE SLIM SET
Lightweight all-round quickdraw set with keylock closure. Designed for sport climbing and alpine multi-pitch routes.

71995

118 oasis-icemint

• Two robust carabiners with Keylock closure system for optimal handling when clipping and unclipping

• 16 mm polyester sling with antitwist fixing on lower carabiner

SLASH SET
Robust quickdraw set with keylock closure and excellent price/performance ratio.

72011

749 night-icemint219 night-oasis

N°. WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR PU

71995 90 g 10 cm 118 oasis-icemint 5

N°. WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR PU

72011 100 g 
105 g

10 cm
18 cm

219 night-oasis 
749 night-icemint

5
5
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HARDWARE

• The innovative gate mechanism prevents double clipping and unhinging; the rope can only be pulled out through the anchor

• For fixed top-rope stations, the gate can be fixed using a screw

• Replaceable radius blocks with wear indicators provide an extralarge top anchor radius and prevent rope wear

• Gym operators can easily replace wear and tear parts (radius blocks, gate springs)

• Can be screwed into existing anchor systems with a 10 mm screw link

TOPPER
The innovative top-anchor for simple integration into existing anchor systems in gyms.

72015

006 silver

• Replaceable radius blocks with wear indicators provide an extralarge top anchor radius and prevent rope wear

• The tripod bracket reduces the wear on the wall and the rope by providing the necessary clearance from the wall

• The carabiner can move freely in all directions to reduce tangles and make twisted clipping impossible

• The innovative gate mechanism prevents double clipping and unhinging; the rope can only be pulled out through the anchor

• Gym operators can easily replace wear and tear parts (radius blocks, gate springs)

• For fixed top-rope stations, the gate can be fixed using a screw

TOPPER STATION
The non-plus-ultra concerning safety for all gym anchors. The large inner radius of the steel carabiner ensures far 
lower material wear on the rope and top anchor.

72014

006 silver

•  High abrasion resistant silicone protector minimizes noise

• Abrasion protector acts as a spacer and minimizes wear at the sling

Abrasion protector for Quickdraw-Slings.

73707

138 oasis

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD COLOR CERTIFICATION

72015 370 g 23 kN 006 silver EN 12275

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD COLOR CERTIFICATION

72014 1.050 g 20 kN 006 silver EN 12572-1

N°. WEIGHT COLOR PU

73707 27 g 138 oasis 25

JIM PROTECTOR
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HARDWARE

• Rubber abrasion protector minimizes noise

• Abrasion protector acts as a spacer and minimizes wear at the sling

• Durable polyester sling

• Internal wear indicators made of red polyester

• Jim Steel Set with innovative hanger plate: minimizes wall wear, no finger trap and noise reduction

JIM STEEL SET
Extremely robust climbing gym quickdraw set with steel carabiner. 

72016

017 night

• Rubber abrasion protector minimizes noise

• Abrasion protector acts as a spacer and minimizes wear at the sling

• Durable polyester sling

• Internal wear indicators made of red polyester

• Jim Steel Wire Set with 10 mm screw link

JIM STEEL WIRE SET
Extremely robust climbing gym quickdraw set with steel carabiner. 

73706

017 night

• Direct attachment of the quickdraw sling to the hanger eliminates the need for interim screw link connectors 

•  No climbing wall and sling wear through contact with screw link connectors

•  Bolts make the quickdraw sling easy to attach and replace

•  The plastic cover prevents users from grasping the anchor point, thus reducing the risk of injury

JIM HANGER
Clever hanger plate as an alternative to the current anchor points on the climbing wall.

72018

017 night

N°. WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR PU

72016 362 g 18 cm 017 night 5

N°. WEIGHT LENGTH COLOR PU

73706 295 g
302 g

10 cm
18 cm

017 night 5

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD COLOR PU CERTIFICATION

72018 135 g 20 kN 017 night 5 EN 12572-1
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HARDWARE

• Steel body for minimal wear

• Available with Keylock or wire gate closure

JIM STEEL BENT/ JIM STEEL WIRE
Highly durable steel carabiner for use in gyms.

72017 / 72027

006 silver

SCREWLINK 8 MM
Certified oval steel screw link. Diameter of the material 8 mm.

73708

006 silver

• Hole with 10mm diameter

• Material: SUS 304

DRACO HANGER
Stainless steel bolt with rounded edges and large opening for two carabiners.

71873

006 silver

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD COLOR PU CERTIFICATION

72017 Bent 150 g 30/10/10 kN 006 silver 10 EN 12275

72027 Wire 125 g 30/10/10 kN 006 silver 10 EN 12275

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD COLOR PU CERTIFICATION

73708 137 g 55 kN 006 silver ST EN362, EN 12275

N°. WEIGHT COLOR PU CERTIFICATION

71873 34 g 006 silver 10 EN 959

006 silver
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008 slate

HARDWARE

DRY TOOL HOLDS
Stainless steel brackets for dry-tooling in the gym. The ideal training devices for those who cannot wait for winter.

72008

• Performs reliably even under heavy loads

• Dimensions: 86 x 39 mm

VORTEX
Compact ball-bearing mounted swivel. Prevents ropes from twisting when the load is turning on its own axis.

71783

130 oasis-slate

• Cams with ducts for optimal grip on iced or muddy ropes

• 3 attachment points allow for different uses

• Right-hand/left-hand version in different colours for easy identification

• For 8 – 13 mm diameter kernmantel ropes

ELEVATOR LEFT / RIGHT
Ergonomically-shaped ascender for comfortable ascending.

71857 / 71856

138 oasis

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD COLOR CERTIFICATION

71783 90 g 22 kN 130 oasis-slate EN 354

N°. WEIGHT PU COLOR

72008 93 g 5 006 silver

N°. WEIGHT COLOR CERTIFICATION

71857 left 220 g 138 oasis EN 567, EN 12841-B

71856 right 220 g 008 slate EN 567, EN 12841-B

006 silver
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BELAY DEVICES

TUBULAR BELAY DEVICES p. 68 – 69

MICRO JUL
71764

MEGA JUL
71784

MEGA JUL SPORT
72024

JUL²
71832

BELAY KITS p. 68 – 69

MEGA JUL BELAY KIT
73734

MEGA JUL SPORT BELAY KIT
73736

SEMI AUTOMATIC BELAY DEVICES p. 70

EDDY
75214

FIGURE OF EIGHT p. 70

HANNIBAL
72022

BUD
71762

ASSISTED BRAKING RESISTOR p. 71 – 73

OHM
72070
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BELAY DEVICES 

• For belaying a leader or bringing up 2 seconds, also suitable for abseiling

• Robust solid stainless steel construction

• High braking performance assists the belayer with leader falls

• Small eyelet for releasing unit with a carabiner when bringing up your partner

• Rope can be paid out faster to a leader by holding device in the “open” position with the thumb

• Suitable for 6.9 – 8.0 mm double and twin ropes and single ropes up to 8.9 mm

MICRO JUL
A compact, ultra-light belay and abseil device for half ropes and twin ropes.

71764

N°. WEIGHT COLOR CERTIFICATION

71764 62 g 663 slate EN 15151-2

663 slate

• High braking performance assists the belayer with leader falls

• Small eyelet for releasing unit with a carabiner when bringing up your partner

• For belaying a leader or bringing up 2 seconds, also suitable for abseiling

• Rope can be paid out faster to a leader by holding device in the “open” position with the thumb

• Suitable for 7.8 – 10.5 mm ropes

• Robust solid stainless steel construction

MEGA JUL
Our most versatile belay and abseil device made of solid stainless steel for durability.

71784

N°. WEIGHT COLOR CERTIFICATION

71784 65 g 663 slate EN 15151-2

663 slate

• The Mega Jul for belaying a leader or bringing up 2 seconds, also suitable for abseiling

• High braking performance assists the belayer with leader falls

• Small eyelet for releasing unit with a carabiner when bringing up your partner

• Suitable for 7.8 – 10.5 mm double and twin ropes

• The spring bar of the HMS Bulletproof Screw FG holds the carabiner in place when belaying to prevent cross loading

MEGA JUL BELAY KIT
The Mega Jul Belay Kit with our Mega Jul belay device and the HMS Bulletproof Screw FG.

73734

N°. WEIGHT COLOR CERTIFICATION

73734 134 g 138 oasis EN 15151-2, EN 12275

138 oasis
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BELAY DEVICES 

• For belaying a leader or abseiling

• Robust solid stainless steel construction

• High braking performance assists the belayer with leader falls

• Rope can be paid out faster to a leader by holding device in the “open” position with the thumb

• Suitable for 7.8 – 11.0 mm rope

MEGA JUL SPORT
The sport climbing version of our award-winning Mega Jul Designed with a specific geometry for sport climbing for 
slicker belaying, including with thicker ropes.

72024

663 slate

• For belaying a leader or abseiling

• Robust solid stainless steel construction

• High braking performance assists the belayer with leader falls

• Rope can be paid out faster to a leader by holding device in the “open” position with the thumb

• Suitable for 7.8 – 11.0 mm rope

MEGA JUL SPORT BELAY KIT
The sport climbing version of our award-winning Mega Jul Designed with a specific geometry for sport climbing for 
slicker belaying, including with thicker ropes.

73736

329 icemint

• Body made of high-quality stainless steel

• Optimized geometry ensures easy operation even for beginners

• High braking performance assists the belayer with leader falls

• Rope can be paid out faster to a leader by holding device in the “open” position with the thumb

• Perfect handling, even for ropes with larger diameter

• Suitable for 8.9 –11.0 mm single ropes

JUL²
Innovative belay device with high braking performance for single ropes. The optimized Mega Jul geometry ensures 
easy and secure belaying even with thicker ropes.

71832

N°. WEIGHT COLOR CERTIFICATION

71832 105 g 138 oasis EN 15151-2

138 oasis

N°. WEIGHT COLOR CERTIFICATION

73736 222 g 329 icemint EN 15151-2, EN 12275

N°. WEIGHT COLOR CERTIFICATION

72024 88 g 663 slate EN 15151-2
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BELAY DEVICES 

• Controlled descent with an emergency brake system eliminates the “panic pull” syndrome

• Large lowering lever to ensure controlled descents

• Simple and safe, easy to thread, logical operation (shown on device)

• Suitable for 9.0 - 11.0 mm diameter ropes

EDDY
Easy-to-operate semi-automatic belay device with assisted braking and maximum safety for sport and indoor climbing.

75214

N°. WEIGHT COLOR CERTIFICATION

75214 360 g 017 night EN 15151-1

017 night

• Suitable for single ropes from 8.5 - 12.0 mm

• With internal rubber ring to hold the carabiner in place – prevents dangerous cross loading

• Geometry designed specifically for canyoning

• Different braking positions due to horns

• High-strength aluminum alloy

HANNIBAL
Figure of eight abseil device designed specifically for canyoning with different braking positions.

72022

N°. WEIGHT COLOR CERTIFICATION

72022 105 g 138 oasis EN 15151-2

138 oasis

• Suitable for single ropes from 7.8 – 12.0 mm

BUD
The EDELRID classic in a new design. No further explanation required. For universal usage such as abseiling and 
belaying.

71762

N°. WEIGHT COLOR CERTIFICATION

71762 110 g 663 slate EN 15151-2

663 slate
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BELAY DEVICES 

• Belayer requires significantly less hand braking force to arrest a fall

• Lowering a heavier climber is much easier to control

• OHM is attached at the first bolt in the safety chain

• Should a lead climber fall at the first bolt, the OHM significantly reduces the risk of a possible ground fall

• Rope handling when belaying a lead climber not affected (no additional friction when paying out rope)

• Recommended weight difference (lead climber > belayer): 10 - 40 kg

• Minimum weight belayer: 40 kg

• For single ropes from 8.9 - 11.0 mm

OHM
Assisted-braking resistor to increase rope friction when there is a large weight difference between belayer and 
lead climber. In the event of a fall, the OHM increases the amount of rope friction so that a lighter belayer can 
hold a heavier lead climber without difficulty.

72070

N°. WEIGHT COLOR

72070 360 g 138 oasis

   

138 oasis
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OHM 
Assisted braking resistor to increase rope friction.

The problem: climbing partners with a significant difference in weight

A significant difference in weight between lead climber and belayer 
frequently causes a problem. This applies in particular to climbing 
couples, where the woman is often significantly lighter than her partner.

In the event of a fall, a lighter belayer can be suddenly pulled off the 
ground and hurled against the wall. In addition, when a belayer is pulled 
high off the ground, this significantly increases the distance that the 
leader falls. If the climber is still near the ground, belayer and climber 
might collide, or the climber might even hit the ground. Moreover, if a 
dynamic belay device is used (for example a tubular belay device) then 
a lighter belayer has to apply significant hand braking force to arrest the 
fall. In the worst-case scenario, the belayer might not be able to hold on 
to the rope. Their hand may get painfully burnt as the rope runs through 
the device or they may drop their partner completely. 

Using a weight bag to reduce the difference in weight also does not 
represent a perfect solution as it is bulky to transport when climbing 
outdoors. In addition, weight bags restrict a belayer’s freedom of 
movement. And even when using a weight bag, the belayer still has to 
supply full braking force.

Find a complete video on the OHM here:

72
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OHM

The solution – the OHM: assisted-braking resistor to increase rope 
friction

With the brand new OHM, these problems are a thing of the past! The 
OHM is an assisted braking resistor designed to increase friction. It 
compensates for a body weight difference of climbing partners of up to 
40 kilograms! It can easily be attached at the first bolt in the safety 
chain using a quickdraw, so that the rope runs through it. In the event 
of a fall, the OHM increases rope friction allowing the lighter belayer to 
hold a heavier partner without difficulty. This helps prevent the belayer 
from being thrown forcefully against the wall. In addition, the belayer 
needs to apply significantly less hand braking force to arrest the fall.

How to use the OHM:

The OHM is designed not to affect rope handling when belaying a lead 
climber. It neither increases rope drag to the lead climber, nor has a 
negative effect when paying out rope. The device’s assisted braking 
mechanism is only activated in the event of a fall. The OHM also works 
independently to the belay device used. Should a lead climber fall at the 
first bolt, the OHM significantly reduces the risk of a possible ground 
fall. Lowering a heavier climber is also much easier to control due to the 
increased friction. This reduces the risk of accidents when lowering. 
The OHM was developed together with the Institute of Mechanical 
Handling and Logistics at the University of Stuttgart.

Attaching the OHM to the harness Clipping of the first bolt Insertion of the rope, when the OHM is already  
fixed in the first bolt

Closing of the OHM

73
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ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES p. 81 – 82

CHALK BAGS p. 76 – 77

RESCUE CANYONING 
KNIFE
72025

ROPE TOOTH SINGLE 
HAND KNIFE
73470

MICRO 0
71869

MICRO 3
71869

BAGS p. 78 – 81

CITY HAULER 30
72097

KURT HAULBAG
72121

DRONE II
72094

LINER
72112

SPRING BAG
88316

CITY SPOTTER 20
72096

CANYONEER GUIDE 50
72103

RIDGEHIKER 18
72095

CADDY LIGHT
72115

BOULDER BAG II
72089

ROCKET LADY
72087

ROCKET TWIST
72086

ROCKET
72088

ROPE RIDER BAG 45
72229

BANDIT
72124

SHUTTLE
72081
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CHALKBAGS 

• 100 % dustproof closure

• Two mesh pocket for essential smaller items

• Various brush holders

BOULDER BAG II
Big chalk bag for open projects. With a broad, stable base.

72089

N°. WEIGHT DEPTH DIAMETER COLOR

72089 300 g 20 cm 16 cm 790 jade

790 jade

• Fleece lined

• 100 % dustproof closure

• Waist belt, attachment loop and brush holder

ROCKET TWIST
Stylish chalk bag with large opening and innovative twist closure

72086

N°. WEIGHT DEPTH DIAMETER COLOR

72086 105 g 20 cm 12.5 cm 017 night 
902 stripes

902 stripes

017 night

• Fleece lined

• Draw pull closure to prevent chalk dust escaping

• Waist belt, attachment loop and brush holder

ROCKET LADY
Colourful chalk bag designed specifically for smaller hands.

72087

N°. WEIGHT DEPTH DIAMETER COLOR

72087 76 g 16 cm 10 cm 875 dots 
902 stripes

875 dots

902 stripes
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CHALKBAGS 

• Fleece lined

• Draw pull closure to prevent chalk dust escaping

• Waist belt, attachment loop and brush holder

SHUTTLE
Stylish upcycled chalk bag with drawcord closure. Made using recycled fabric left over from our production. This 
makes each bag one of a kind.

72081

• Fleece lined

• Draw pull closure to prevent chalk dust escaping

• Waist belt, attachment loop and brush holder

ROCKET
Generous chalk bag with distinctive look and large opening.

72088

N°. WEIGHT DEPTH DIAMETER COLOR

72088 100 g 12 cm 11.5 cm 138 oasis 
329 icemint

329 icemint

138 oasis

• Fleece lined

• Draw pull closure to prevent chalk dust escaping

• Waist belt, attachment loop and brush holder

BANDIT
Small kids’ chalk bag.

72124

N°. WEIGHT DEPTH DIAMETER COLOR

72124 61 g 11 cm 8 cm 810 sahara-oasis

810 sahara-oasis

900 assorted colors

N°. WEIGHT DEPTH DIAMETER COLOR PU

72081 95 g 15 cm 11 cm 900 assorted colors 5
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TRANSPORT 

• Padded back section

• Easy-to-use roll-top closure (can be closed at top or side)

• Outer zip pocket for tape, keys, money, etc.

• Exterior daisy chain

• Interior notebook compartment (27 x 40 x 2.5 cm)

• Integrated rope tarp can be used as raincover

CITY HAULER 30
Stylish upcycled rucksack. This trendy 30-litre pack is made using leftover rope from our production.

72097

663 slate

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR

72097 550 g 30 l 663 slate

• Outer zip pocket for tape, keys, money, etc.

• Exterior daisy chain

• Interior notebook compartment (27 x 40 x 2.5 cm)

• Lid pocket with zip closure

• Dustproof compartment for your chalk bag

CITY SPOTTER 20
Small pack, big potential. This 20-litre pack is made using leftover rope from our production.

72096

663 slate

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR

72096 800 g 20 l 663 slate

RIDGEHIKER 18
Practical shoulder bag with a number of useful features.

72095

663 slate

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR

72095 670 g 18 l 663 slate
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TRANSPORT 

• Due to its rigid construction, it retains its shape when standing open

• Carry system with adjustable shoulder straps and detachable waist belt

• Outer zip pocket for tape, keys, money, etc.

• Numerous inner pockets for mobile phone, topos, guidebooks, etc.

• Side compression straps for volume adjustment

• Rope tarp included

ROPE RIDER BAG 45
Stylish, large-capacity climbing pack with plenty of space for all your gear.

72229

300 blue

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR

72229 1.120 g 45 l 300 blue

• Made from robust tarpaulin

• Ultrasonical welded carry system with EVA foam padding for comfortably carrying heavy loads

• Inside pocket for accessories

• 4 gear loops inside for gear organisation

• The haul straps can be practically stored in the main compartment

• 2 loops for hauling the haulbag

• Detachable waist belt

KURT HAULBAG
Robust 55 l haul bag for all big wall adventures.

72121

645 snow-oasis

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR

72121 1.000 g 55 l 645 snow-oasis

• Base made of extremely robust material with internal, reinforced seams for increased durability

• Inner mesh compartment with robust zip

• Welded carry system with EVA padding for a comfortable carry even with heavy loads

• 2 color-coded gear loops inside for to allow an organized overview of all your equipment

• Removable divider to separate the main compartment and 1 inner pocket for emergency equipment

CANYONEER GUIDE 50
Robust, fully-featured canyoning gear bag made of tarpaulin.

72103

645 snow-oasis

N°. WEIGHT SIZE COLOR

72103 1.300 g 50 l 645 snow-oasis
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TRANSPORT 

• Reliable protection from dust and dirt

• Funnel principle for expeditious storage of rope

• 2 tie-in points for better rope management

• Shoulder and compression straps

• Sized to accommodate all ropes up to 80 m

LINER
A no-frills rope bag that provides excellent value for money.

72112

219 night-oasis

• Centered tarpaulin rope bag for quick storage of the rope

• 4 tie-in points for better rope management

• Sized to accommodate all ropes up to 80 m

CADDY LIGHT
Lightweight version of our tried-and-tested Caddy rope bag made of ripstop nylon.

72115

329 icemint

N°. WEIGHT COLOR

72115 400 g 329 icemint

• Large tarp printed with partner checklist for additional safety

• Outer pocket for tape, keys, money, etc.

• 4 tie-in points for better rope management

• Closure system with easy-adjust Clip-Fix buckles

• Adjustable carry system

• Sized to accommodate all ropes up to 80 m

DRONE II
Large, robust rope bag with shoulder straps for comfortable transport.

72094

790 jade

N°. WEIGHT COLOR

72094 660 g 790 jade

N°. WEIGHT COLOR

72112 380 g 219 night-oasis
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TRANSPORT 

• 2 inner compartments for storing the throw line

• Interior loops for organizing small equipment

• Pack sack included

SPRING BAG
Spacious foldable bag to hold a throw line and other equipment.

88316

218 sahara-night

219 night-oasis

• Ergonomically-shaped handle with finger hole for a secure grip when swimming

• High-quality stainless steel serrated blade

• Rounded point for additional safety

• Robust plastic holder for attachment to a canyoning harness

• Resistance of holster can be adjusted

• Safety leash included

RESCUE CANYONING KNIFE
Rescue and rope knife for cutting rope and webbing when canyoning.

72025

138 oasis

N°. WEIGHT COLOR

72025 110 g 138 oasis

• Large swivel hole for attaching to harness or backpack with carabiner

• Sharp, locking blade (partly serrated)

ROPE TOOTH SINGLE HAND KNIFE
High-quality stainless steel knife.

73470

217 oasis-night

N°. WEIGHT COLOR

73470 48 g 217 oasis-night

N°. SIZE COLOR

88316 30 l 218 sahara-night 
219 night-oasis
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ACCESSORIES 

MICRO 0
Small gear carabiner with wire gate. Not to be used for climbing.

71869

900 assorted colors

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD PU COLOR

71869 8 g 1.5 kN 10 900 assorted colors

MICRO 3
Tiny gear carabiner with wire gate. Not to be used for climbing.

71869

N°. WEIGHT BREAKING LOAD PU COLOR

71869 8 g 1.5 kN 10 900 assorted colors

900 assorted colors
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CANYONEERING

ROPES HELMETS

ZODIAC
72037

ULTRALIGHT
72028

SHIELD LITE
72040

DIVER LITE 9.1 MM
71242

DIVER 10.1 MM
71243

HARNESSES

IRUPU
71577

IRUPU SEAT PROTECTOR
71510

IGUAZU II
71578

IGUAZU II SEAT PROTECTOR
71576

LANYARD

ALPHA FIX
71541

HARDWARE

SCREWLINK 8 MM 
73708

HANNIBAL
72022

BUD
71762

ACCESSORIES

CANYONEER GUIDE 50
72103

RESCUE CANYONING KNIFE
72025





  Courtesy DAV

INDOOR

ROPES

TOWER LITE 10.0 MM
71220

TOWER STATIC 10.1 MM
71246

BOA 9.8 MM
71079

HARNESSES

JOKER II
74319

ZACK GYM
74318

JOKER JUNIOR II
74320

FRAGGLE II
71684

FINN II
71646

HARDWARE

TOPPER STATION
72014

TOPPER
72015

JIM STEEL SET
72016

JIM STEEL
72017 / 72027

JIM STEEL WIRE SET
73706

JIM QUICK DRAW PES
71572

SCREWLINK 8 MM
73708

DRY TOOL HOLDS
72008

EDDY
75214

JUL2

71832

HMS BRUCE STEEL SCREW FG / TRIPLE FG
72006 / 73710

HMS BULLETPROOF SCREW FG / TRIPLE FG
73726 / 73728

OHM
72070
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